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This mini book features a list of FUNTANEOUS (fun, spontaneous) ideas
extracted for you from The Power of Play: Optimize Your Joy Potential. This
Fun Tracker features a variety of fun ways to add more play to your day,
along with a checklist to mark the activities you tried along with a place to
note clues and feelings to spark your joy and motivation.

We hope you enjoy it and encourage you to tune into the power of play by
inspiring and sharing with your family and friends. 

Snap a photo, and post on your social media using these hashtags:
#justplaying #shareyourexperiences #powerofplay. Let’s start a play
revolution to spark more joy in the world and in your life. 

Please note that this Ebook is a sample from The Power of Play. If you’d like
more, including the descriptions of the hundreds of FUNTANEOUS activities,
check out our book here: 
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The Joy of
Lightening Up:

Decluttering can help you add more joy to your life.

Decluttering (especially with a friend), and letting go

can free you, both mentally and physically. Why not

try some of these activities to “help keep things light”

and just for fun? 

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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I’m a Professional Designer: Go into your space and
rearrange, move around, and change things up as if
you are an interior designer.

Plan a Do-Nothing Day: Challenge yourself for one
day to only do what energizes (or relaxes) you.

A Digital Detox Day: Just for one day, set a notification
to those who need to know about your digital detox
day and put your phone away.

The Guests are Coming: Hurriedly “tidy up” and
declutter as if guests are coming.

Have a Clockless Day: Choose to have a day when
you can be so carefree that you have to put your
clocks and phones away.

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


You may have heard “laughter is the
best medicine.” It turns out laughter,
smiles, and giggles are good for
your health and well-being and
have the power to add zest and joy
to your life. Laughter is also calming,
relaxing, stimulates our muscles,
immune cells, and is a boost for our
brain. Get smiling with some of these  
FUNTANEOUS activities. 

Plant Smiles,
Grow

Laughter,
& Harvest

Joy:

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Smile at Everyone Today: Take a moment to
smile at everyone you see today.

Three Good Things: Think about three good
things that happened to you today.

Dance Crazy: Pick a song and dance -
something like “Elaine” from Seinfeld, with a
full-body dry heave set to music.

Practice Silent Giggles: Start giggling as
quietly as you can.

Funny File: Start a file of things that make you
laugh. 

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


Gestures and feelings of love and affection toward
others are some of the best ways to prime positive

emotions, greater well-being, and deeper
connections with others. As humans, we are hard-
wired for social connection, and it’s one of the best
ways to promote and explore the different types of

love we can feel for others. Here are some great
ideas to spark loving connections.

Put a Little Love
in Your Heart:

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Gratitude Journal: Keep a journal of things
you’re grateful for one week.

Random Acts of Kindness: Lend a helping hand.

Surprise Care Package: Send a care package to
someone you love and write a special not to
personalize the gift.

Flirty Text Messages: Text flirtatious or
unexpected fun messages to a lover, friend, or
family member.
 
The Pretend First Date: Pretend you are going
on a date for the first time. 

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


Deep breathing sends a message to
your brain to relax, which in turn tells
your body to decrease the stress
response. Breathing exercises help
you direct your conscious attention
and help you move to a more joyful,
relaxed state of calm, which feels
great! Here are some breathing
exercises we enjoy and are happy to
share with you. 

Luxuriate in Breathing
& Being Calm: 

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Breath of Fresh Air: Step outside and
take a few deep breaths, complete
breaths. Take in all the freshness of the
air outside.

Bunny Breath: Take three quick sniffs
through the nose, and one long exhale
through the nose.
 
Breath of Thanks: Breathe in for 7
counts, hold for 7 counts, and exhale out
for 7 counts. Relax and repeat. Be
thankful for your breath each time.

Bumble Bee Breathing: Try bumble
bee breathing. Take a deep inhale,
and hum like a busy bee when you
exhale.

Sigh of Relief: Breathe in for a count
of 4, hold the breath for a count of 7,
and exhale audibly for a count of 8.
Relax and repeat. 

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


Play With The
Power of Your Mind: 

You have the power to play with your thoughts and
daydreams to rehearse what your heart desires and to even
evoke feelings of joy! Mindpower, or the power of thoughts, is

one of the strongest tools you can cultivate and use to
enhance your well-being. “Playing” with meditation,

visualization, imagery, and daydreaming can harness your
well-being along with your imagination. Try some of these
mindful activities to boost your intentionality and optimize

your joy potential. 

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Spa Party: Transform your space into a healing
place or sanctuary. Perform some rituals of self-
care. Perhaps diffuse some essential oil, draw a
bubble bath, put on a face mask, and play soft
music.

Take a Mindful Walk: The challenge is to walk
for 20 minutes in nature. Pump your legs and
arms, and stride with intention. Notice the
beauty of nature. 

Senses Walk: Take a walk each day, focusing on
a particular sense. One day you can focus on
what you see, another day you can focus on
what you hear, smell, or touch!

Strength-Finding Goggles: For the entire day try
to spot your own strengths in action.

Prioritize Relaxation: Start a list of calming and
relaxing things that work well for you. Creatively,
build it into your schedule. 

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


Enjoy The Miracle of
Loving Human Touch:

There is power in tender human touch; it is one
of our most basic nurturing and primal needs.

Safe touch can be soothing yet powerful,
releasing oxytocin, which is often called the

“love hormone.” There are many glorious
benefits to the human touch. Why not try these

and “get in touch?” 

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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I Want to Hold Your Hand: Take any
opportunity to playfully link arms or hold
hands with someone.

The Power of Touch: Who can you
physically touch today? A light shoulder
tap, pat on the back, or holding hands all
count as touch.

Get a Professional Massage: Book an
appointment to be massaged. 

Schedule It’s Snuggle Time: Make time to
snuggle with your favorite people. 

The Secret Handshake: Create a secret
handshake with someone or give a high
five or ten!

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


It’s Party Time: 

People around the world celebrate in a multitude of
wonderful ways through celebrations, holidays, feasts,

festivals, and commemorations, to name a few. These times
for rejoicing are special and significant to people and

communities. Preparing, participating, and bonding through
these occasions is a wonderful way of honoring, and

recognizing the goodness and joy that abounds in the world.
Here are some FUNTANEOUS activities that can help you

make any day a “party time.” 

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Book a Holiday or Staycation: Plan to take a
holiday or staycation (a vacation that is local).

Open Your Mind and Heart: Learn about
different spiritual practices and ways of
celebrating across cultures.

Rise to the Occasion: Celebrate every and any
birthday, wedding anniversary, Christmas,
sympathy, new baby, thank you, Halloween,
Thanksgiving, and thinking of you when you can.

Make Your Own Celebration: Find and make
any reason to celebrate. Become an event
creator. Create an event out of nothing.

Celebrate Small Moments: Celebrate every
moment in life. It could be the smallest, simplest
thing, but life itself should be separated.

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


The desire to express yourself through
music, movement and dance is “built
in” to your human experience. Dancing
and music are life-enhancing, and
can induce a sense of pleasure,
excitement, and fun. Connecting to
rhythms through music and dance
can bolster your mental and physical
health by making you stronger, more
energized, and more fit. Here are some
FUNTANEOUS activities to enjoy.

The Magic of Music
And Dancing: 

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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TikTok Time: Start a TikTok account
for yourself. Have fun learning new
dances.

A Playlist That’s Slow and Calm:
Create a smooth, calming and slow
playlist and match your movement
to the music.

Dance as if No One is Watching: Be
silly and feel the music. Just be
yourself and dance as if no one is
watching.

Uplifting POWER UP WALK: Play
with different playlists and go for a
power walk, bike ride, or have fun
listening to upbeat music.

Write a Song: Write a sappy
country song, funny jingle, or
uplifting anthem and sing it to
yourself.

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


FUNTANEOUS Fitness,
Recreation And Sports:

Research shows that recreation and play can enliven you, and can fill
you with helpful, healing, positive emotions. Recreation refers to freely

chosen enjoyable, interesting leisure activities that refresh your mind and
body. That can set you on a course for greater confidence and

determination toward living a happy, healthy life. Valuing time to be
light-hearted, away from work and pressures, is vital. Recreation and

play have invaluable benefits that improve your life’s quality and
optimize your joy potential. Adopting a “play mindset” can be positively
transformative. Why not try some of the recharging activities below to

spark moments of flow and lightheartedness?

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Playing With Physical Knowledge: Check yourself out
without judgment. Honor how your physical
instrument serves you miraculously every day.
 
Stretch it Out: Strengthening combined with a
flexibility practice can deepen connections to yourself
and others. Enjoy individual or partner stretching.

Commit to Classes: Make a standing or impromptu
date to have fun attending your favorite fitness
classes.

Martial Arts of Mind/Body Practices: Take up yoga or
Qigong/ Tai Chi or practice a regular mindful exercise,
including a walking or moving meditation.

Underwater Camera Photoshoot: The next time
you’re in the water swimming with friends or family,
bring an underwater camera to snap photos or
everyone playing.

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


New experiences, something you haven’t
tried before, challenges you and opens
up your senses to new and novel ways of
being. When you move a bit out of your
comfort zone and play in new ways,
amazing things can happen that
challenge your routines, and enrich your
mind and your life. Try some of these to
boost and enrich yourself, especially if
you haven’t before. 

Embark on Brain-Changing
New Experiences: 

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Random Picking Assignment: Have fun
with the idea of being random and
spontaneous. Close your eyes and pick. It
could be your outfit, toothpaste, music,
etc.

Flow With the Go: Aim to record
experiences of Flow in your favorite
medium. That could be a journal, audio
log, photos, videos, or whatever nurtures
you. 

Say Yes to Life: Play the game of saying
yes to opportunities and possibilities that
present themselves.

Simply Spontaneous: Search for new and
spontaneous experiences or create them
yourself.

Anything New Challenge: Pick a duration
of time that you’re going to try something
new. It could be one day, one week, or one
month.

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


Play in Nature: Become an
Environmental Explorer:

Spending time outdoors and out in nature is good for
our heart and soul. Research demonstrates that

playing outdoors can make us happier, healthier, less
anxious, and more productive. Often in nature, we

experience the life-enhancing gift of awe that elevates
us and positively shifts our perspectives about life and

the world. Here are some awesome activities to try.

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Spend Time in Nature: Take time to talk or sit outside
more often than you typically would and journal
about what you observe

Do a Rain Dance: While others seek shelter, open your
arms wide and have a good old-fashioned splash.

Notice three good things in nature every day:
Consider everyday urban nature, such as a dandelion
growing on a sidewalk, or a bird chirping.

Get Outside: Try something new outdoors: go for a
hike, go fishing, or look up neat historical sites near
you and visit them on a sunny day.

10-Minute Nature Break: Step outside and take in a
deep breath. Absorb the beauty before you.

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


Intimacy is closeness between people in a personal
relationship that increases your happiness and life

satisfaction. Intimacy builds as you become more deeply
connected to someone, and it’s a vital element of social and
interpersonal well-being. Being playful and embracing your

sexuality and sizzle can give you something new to do
together and deepen your relationship. Which of these will you

enjoy to spark some delight?

Delight in Date Night
and Intimacy

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Dress Sexy: Dress sexy, not for anyone else by
yourself.

Friends’ Date Night: Make a date with fellow
positive friends and go bowling, play softball or
volleyball, or go on a hike. 

Read Erotica Together: Find your favorite
authors and savor moments reading along to
each other.

Play in Water Together: Take a bath together.

Love Butter Rub: Pretend you have love butter on
your hands and rub it all over the person you
love.

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


Enjoy Entertainment,
Amusements, And

Games: 

Taking time away from chronic work, chores, and responsibilities
can be fun and refreshing for your mind, body, and spirit.

Entertainment, amusements, and games can be good for you.
Especially through play, these can breathe life into you when

you’re bogged down by too hectic schedules or when
responsibilities pile up. Entertainment and amusement through

play can refresh your mind and safeguard your mental, emotional,
and social well-being. Here are some FUNTANEOUS activities to

fortify you and add more enjoyment to your life. 

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Films for Good: Find films or documentaries that
interest you and be entertained.

Start a Board Game Night: Get friends together
to have a board game party together.

Join or Start a Literary or Savoring Group: Book
clubs, bridge clubs, wine and dining clubs.

Create Your Own Mastermind: A mastermind is
a group of people who meet regularly and help
each other identify, kindly challenge, and/or
support you and your goals.

Create a Fun Sports and Entertainment Club:
Gather friends to play tennis, bocce, or
pickleball. Start a club full of fun and
entertainment. 

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7


Sometimes life can feel dull, or ordinary
while you perform the commonplace
concerns of your day-to-day life. However,
how you spend your days is how you spend
your life. Creating micro-moments of
novelty and play to spark joy can be
exceptionally empowering, energizing, and
fun. One way to “embrace the mundane” is
to hone your observational skills and train
the mind to stay in the present. Here are
awesome ways to turn the mundane into
magical moments to enjoy.

Play Every Day: Turn The 
Mundane Into The Magnificent: 

To learn more about The Power of Play, click here
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Sing as You Do Chores: Turn up the
volume on your favorite songs and sing
along as you do chores.

Build Rituals Into Difficult Tasks: Maybe
you do some yoga, meditate or blend a
smoothie prior to large projects or working
blocks.

Try Gamification: Take a moment to think
about how you can turn your mundane
tasks into a game. 

Pocket Book Diary: Be a detective.
Observe and capture the mundane and
see it through the lens of mindfulness
and observation.

Short, Fast Bursts: Next time you have a
task to do, and it’s been lingering, set a
timer and attack it in short, fast bursts. 

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7
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R E F L E C T I O N S

Check out The Power of Play for a full list of activities and descriptions

https://tinyurl.com/42yw32u7
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